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The factors which are p nsible for off- lavors In
Bilk and how to prevent off-flav ,rs have been studied by many
investigators. Information has been published concerning the
prevention of off-flavors on the farm by the application of
specific farm management practices. Very little scientific
data have been published on the effectiveness of deodorizing
equipment which has been developed for use in Bilk plants for
the removal of off-flavors fram milk. The results of research
work done in ealand by KeDowall (31*32,33»3l-j-»35»36) nd
Scott (6l, 62, 63, 61}., 65,66, 67, 63) dealing with ipla of
flavor removing equi : and the application of steam to aid
in the removal of off-flavors from lacteal liquids :iave been
published. Recently these investigators have studied the
effectiveness of deodorizing in the removal of two reference
substances, diacetyl and acetone, from cream. They have worked
primarily with plant size equipment which does not lend itself
readily to experimental studies. Roberts (53j*5>5>) has made
so,:c s'udies in Torth Carolina on the effectiveness of flavor
oving equipment operated under normal plant conditions.
Oil procedure recom -.ended by the eq: I it manufacturer
was used, and no atte ipt was made to vary the operating
conditions.
This study was undertaken to determine the effectiveness
of three major factors: degree of vacuum, preheat emperature
of the milk, and injection of steam from an outside source on
I of tainting substances coi ionly found In mil .
o lant equipment waa availaole nt t :e time this study
was startod, it waa decided to co ct a laboratory apparatus
for 1 of off-flavors from rail . This also would
per. reator versatility than that provided by the .;l~nt
size equipment.
j 11 (3D staed that tbfl decree of vacuum applied
la the oqu*. Id probably have an effect on the reduction
of a taint in milk. In this oxpc it three do rccs of v c
cor. id in prccc it day equipment were use .
In s 'o (6l) t .cory that flash ste.'m, v.hich
is produced when lot illk is introduced into a vacuum chamber,
is a fnctor in the removal of off-flavors, Bilk '. s Introduced
into the vacuum ohambar at three different temperature. • . m
ter. ires used inci.idc many of those roco 1 .ended by manu-
facturers of flavor re 10; equipment.
There seems to be general agreemont among in/estigators
who have studied flavor removal from lacteal liquids that steam
from an outside 3 orco, rather than flash steam, should be more
effective in the removal of off-flavors. Steam is one of the
best ont ont agents 1 can bo used because it will main-
tain the >orature of the milk, volatilize the tainting sub-
stanco, r-nd is readily available. The laboratory equipment
used in this ex ont v.-.ns do :d :o that steam could be
introduced into the vacuira chamber in a countcr-currc it flow to
e lilk. This made it possible to study the effect of in-
jected steam on flavor removal as compared to treatments
without steam injection.
It was postulated that different optimum conditions of
oper ion exist for various types of off-flavors in milk;
orefore, the factors studied in this exp it were applied
to each of three different off-flavored milks from cows fed
silage, alfalfa, end rye.
The results of this study should indicate what conditions
should be 1 Led i i the flavor removing equipment being used
today. It should .^.lso reveal whether different conditions
will have to be employed to renove specific off-flavors.
Through statistical analysis of the data obtained, volid con-
clusions should be produced. The design of the laboratory
equipment will make po ible the collection of various
fractions of the volatilized tainting substance in condensing
os for their possible identification. This la of prime
ortance in the future development of flavor re loving
equipment.
REVI ' LITERATURE
Feed Flavor Problem
ois of Consumption. The most important factor in con-
sumer acceptance of milk is flavor. A clean, fresh, palatable
flavor without any objectionable off-flavor is desirn le; and
>ovin ion fi rd will be objected to by
;or ( , , >0,73)« Accorc to <cl3on, (14-7) flavor
is pleasantly sweet, po3.:es: loither Tore nor aftor ti ste
or :han iral richne:.. . Trout (73) stated that t
d Industry is becoming flavor o emphasis
placed on milk flavor to protect it against the
;r potential of otlior foods. He believes that flavor has
not been properly I v 1 mted on the quality yardstick in the
dai dustr •
ilk* Peed flavors arc bob on in
nil in some areas 75 perce.it of le3 c ed
:;icisod as having a fc d r [ ,7*12,20, . , )) .
isivo review of literature by Strobel and Babcock ( ,'2)
revealc B hase of the dairy industry has received more
attention than the mil' i -oblem. Off-flavors due to
feed may enter the silk by one of the following means: 1)
cow eats feod or veods c: -flavor, and the blood
^ries the flavor produc ibstance fa le digestive
3tem to 'he udder where it enters the nilk, 2) the cow
breathes air contain! i. : o ora v; ic'i to transferred from the
air to he blood stream by the lun s id car^iod to the udder,
3) feed or weed odors nay be absorbed by the mil k lilking
lirectly from the air in the i (7»3£»69)» I in-
tensity of off-flavors produced by cows co ng the feeds
depends upon the character of the feed, quantity c sdf nd
. :e fed in rel ( ,.;!).
Causes and Prevention of Off-Flavors on the Farm
Essentials of Prevention . Control of off- rs due to
feed has bee a studied extensively by several research workers,
and they advocate that all highly flavored feeds should be fed
ediately after milking ( 6, 7, If, 37, 52, 53, 7^, 76, 79 ) • Smith
and lit ten (69) outline four essentials i.i preventing off-
flavors in milk: 1) do not supply feeds and weeds that cause
off-flavor, 2) arrange fe schedule so that five
hours or more have elapsed between feeding ;> nd milking, 3)
cli ;e all weeds fr astures, and l\.) p odors out of
the railkinp; barn. It was their conclusion that, if enough
time had elapsed, hs »loed s ream would eliminate tie b ject-
ionable flavors by exhalation or the flavors would be carried
through the kidneys and excreted.
Causes of Some Specific Feed Off-Flavors . Dairymen know
that silage is one of tost economical feeds for airy cc
Extensive research has shown that corn, alfalfa, grass, and
cor hum ail) e, when eaten by the cow, impart an off-flavor to
Bilk which is highly objectionable and is probably the most
frequent feed off-flavor observed (7,16,19,20,30,37). Babcock
(7) stated that silage odor was not trans litted into the milk
to a disagreeable decree either by the cow breathing the odor
or hj exposing the milk to an atmosphere containing the odor.
The re uiromont of keep: ows from eating silage four to
five hours beforo may incon I nee the producer or
;t in decreased production (37)«
Alfnlfa hay has been observed by several investigators to
art an objectionable taint to milk (l6 # 20,52,76»79) • These
observed that the cow must eat the hay to
-fl vor to the milk. IJ I lco observed that a
two hour interval from Ig produced the aost
pronounced off-flavor. The off-flavor produced was not as
objectionable o onsumer as t i very noticeable*
Rye pasture furnishes an excellent source of nutr
for dairy cows at a time in the fall r>nd i t;hen other
pastures are not Lablev accord' rout an ojd
(75). They stated that "^albo rye b ten used extensive!
in Kansas, Kj trig :iaho 1a, and . oie othor states as a
pasture cro >• .'csoarch on the impartment of an off-flavor
by pasturing Balbo rye s iolded conflicting data. Herman
Garrison {2$) observed very lit lc ohango in the milk
vor fr..m pasturing Balbo rye while Trout id Morwood (75)
^vod an offensive flavor. These investigators and others
(5#l6 f 20, {')) o" a. r>vod an objoctiona :ff-flavor in milk
frc :; pastured on ordinary rye. Downs (l6) fo Is that
1
-flavor in IB to rye li next to silage la fre-
quency of occurrence . 'lost invr tors recommend that cows
ould be re.novod from rye pasture four to seven hours beforo
milking to prevent tainting of the milk. Flac: (1'3) Stressed
the fact that durl arly pasture season, com ould be ke
on pasture only one hour in the. lorning but t . e time my
be increased later in the season. He stated that one can of
off-flavored milk would taint 2,000 gallons of normal milk.
Early remoTal of cows fro :;ture is a difficult and time con-
suming task for the dairyman (37)
•
Methods of Prevent
I
an, A derson (1) concluded that off-
flavored milk was a problem of animal nutrition. He observed
a more pronounced off-flavor in milk from feeding field cured
alfnlfa hay than machine cured. He postulated t he pre-
sence 03. itional carotene in the machine cured hay improved
the flavor. Aurand and Heore (2) tesed three mineral supple**
ments supolied by a manufacturer on the effect of the prevent-
ion of onion flavor in milk. It was concluded that none of
the three supplements prevented occurrence of onion flavor;
however, improvement resulted in two out of the throe tested
though only competent judges could detect the difference.
Aeration of the milk immediately after milking has been
shown to decrease the intensity of strong d flavors and
has practically eliminated slight feed flavors in the milk
( 6, 7, 19, 7k$ 76, 79 )• The application of the aeration principle
is a problem on the farm unless necessary equipment is avail-
able, is equipment may add to the possibility of bacterial
3Lob (19)
«
Conv< ml mc'.hod3 of focd flavor control ouch as
in the r r in£ room, pasture and feed ma: ent
lot been entirely satisfactory. The, • re-
sulted iu excessive loss to the dairymen for rejec
and revented hira from using low cost feed# The consumer has
:ued t d flavored milk that reduced consumption
)• The reduction or elimination of feed flavors . he
nt may result in increased sales and help to create :;ood
will between the dairymen and ill:-: plant (7^)»
Dc jf Jo orizi i bqui >rnent
_• It has been observed by research workers it
co over open surface coolers and raisi i lids on
vats pasteurization has reduced the intensity ol' of -
flavors (8,30,524*5 ,7-). Hunzikor (29) st:. jd that
pr e of : >ugh* but the method applied
s ut erly inadoquate .^nd incapable of re ig enoi h of the
lish visible i lprovome.nt i 1 the quality
of Mie milk or crca .1.
'lirou^h Milk Cron.i . I4.O years a:;o,
Ayers and Johnson (3) designed an apparatus for use in re ov-
in rllo flavor fr and cream by means of blowing air
hrou :ho hot liquid. Proa 20 to 60 minutes of ing were
required in order to entirely /or fr id
i|.0 to 75 minutes when 30 percent butberfat cream was treated.
In 1920 Hunziker (29) developed a method and an apparatus for
removing volatile and volatilizable odors from sour cream by
air treatment. He found the treatment aided in the removal of
off-flavors but jeopardized the texture of butter manufactured
fr:)m the treated cream* The fat in milk has a tendency to be-
come oxidized in flavor more readily when treated with air
(MacCurdy and Trout, 30). Hunziker (29) and the Pfaudler
Company developed equipment for treating cream by blowing hot
air through cream in a glass lined container under partial
vacuum. It was found effective in removing volatile off-
flavors and did not injure the texture of the butter.
Vacuum Equipment . Vacuum equipment for removal of off-
flavors from lacteal liquids was first introduced in New Zealand
where the inventor of the process, H. Lamont Murray, (Wilster,
73) did his basic research. He and his father, pioneered the
condensed milk industry in New Zealand. Murray (73) observed
the elimination of feed flavors when a vacuum was used to
lower the temperature in condensing milk. After this obser-
vation, he set out to develop a method and an apparatus to
remove feed flavors from lacteal liquids by boiling them in a
vacuum. Numerous patents were granted to Murray (3 >,39>^0,!|.l,
k2 t l\.3,l$li f l±59 l\.6) in the united States during the years 192if
to 19i4.3. Murray's original idea was to develop an apparatus
for deodorizing, cooling, and dehydrating fluids. Briefly his
:ade it possible to 1 *uco a hot fluid Into a
ibor continue .1 to re.iove ttent .
A steam Jnckot wai tod around tho vacuum chamber, and later
1 of continuous re . .- 1 of the treated fluid was de-
3Dod. r patent by urray (1x3), a vertic 1 cylinder
was used for the vacuum chamber and tho fluid injected tangont-
ially near top to obtain a fine film of fluid down the wrlls
of the v r. Stoam wa3 injected into the milk prior
to ita entry into -ho chamber where the vapors were drawn out
and con i by a l coolod conden3or. ->3, 'Iurray (I4J4-)
patentee od of continuously dif_'us ' in direct
itact with tho flowing, thinnod body of liquid within whe
vacu or for the puroose of raising pasteurization
iperatur carrying out the vapor 3. In , irray (I4.6)
devised 1 two chamber deodorizer • nd a two chanber ejector c: -
3 or capable of producing two decrees of vacuum.
was u. 1 the liquid Into the first container which was
B deodorizing section and a higher vacuum used to pull milk
into second or cooling section. , .rray (,l±5) developed
a pasteurizing section which utilizes stoam Injection to raise
the temperature. By connecting is section to a higher evacu-
ated chamber, the vapors ore volatilized and withdrawn fr
.
the chamber.
.moman ( ovised a means of injecting steam into the
uid prior to It Introduction in to the vacu m chamber. A
11
small restrict! the fluid line instantly reduced t e
liquid to a finely divided state and fog in the vacuum chamber.
Thus, the v por and liquid constituents of the fog can be se-
parated. ter# et^ £l, (23) also developed a means for in-
jecting steam into the milk prior to its entrance into
vacuum chamber. They concluded 1 at the e ce line to the
chamber must be low enough to prevent entrainment losses and
high enough to provide sufficient time for vaporization.
Rogers ( 57,t>3, 5>9) patented several uses for deodor-
izing lacte 1 liquids. Steam was utilized to raise t
»c as high as 300°F. for short periods prior to dis-
charge the liquid into a vacuum chamber and separated the
or fp he liquid, ka a result of these conditions a
sterile product was obtained. Other patents ( 21, 22, 2if» 27) have
shown slight modifications such as baffles inside the chamber
to discharge the liquid downward and outward. : od Tor
ntaining the vacuum within the chamber while introducing
fluid was lao patented.
The first machine named the "Vacreator" was manufactured
by the Hurray Deodorizers Incorporated in '.ealand. By
1939* 75 percent of the but er in New Zealand was manufactured
from vacuum treated cream (7 ) • According to < 3ter (7 )
one of the first machines ailed in the United Sta.es was
the "Vacreator" in 1933 at the Oregon State College. The
machine was used to study the improvement in quality of cream
12
used for batter making*
uioment manufacturers in nited States soon becam*
aware of he potential in raanufacturing equipment for use in
removing of^-fl'?vors from milk. ;ey immediately be^an re-
search on the design of equipment to bo used primarily with
k. Fabricius (17) nd Bickers (11) stated that if the
vacuum treatment uid he flavor of milk that its use
was warranted. They also stated that vacuum equipment should
not be used to si irty milk but to improve the flavor
oi quality mil' . Other research workers (26,£fy.) felt
that there was no substitute for n quality procurement program;
but if he use of this equipment will permit buying border-
line milk he processor can standardize tho flavor, its
use is war. i. Roberts (£5) believed that vacuum equipment
for removing of <T-flavors could be more appropriately named
"flavor 3ta- dardizers" because of the resulting uniformity in
flavor.
Theoretical Basis of Deodorizati
Vaoor P. in Aflent . cJovrall (35)
stated that many substances have an appreciable vapor pressure,
i.e., they throw out a vapor into the free space above them.
i free space is saturated when the amount of vapor leaving
] iquid is equal to tho ano mt returning. If he 3ubstar.ee is
not very volatile, the natur r proscure at ordinary
13
raturs Is Bleb lower than the pressure corresponding to
the hi U The lowest reduced pressure obtainable
in vacuum equipment is never below 0,5 inches of mercury or
•5 inches of applied vacuum* Since the Taper pressure of
many tainting substances at temperatures used in vacuum
equipment is lower than the minimum reduced pressure, complete
oval of a tnint from milk or cream can not be achieved*
McDowall's (35) definition of an entraining agent is,
"an innocuous gas or vapor used to carry tainting vapors av/ay
from the surface of a substance, so re*. tering the space
above unsaturated with respect to the taint inj or." As a
res It, further distillation will occur. He stated that it
v-as possible to re ..ove substances which had a vapor pressure
lower than the minimum reduced pressure by using a large volume
of entraining agent. The principle of using air as an entrain-
- ht explain why the passing of milk over surface
coolers reduces the taint in milk* The principle of entrain-
ing vapors is lso applied -hen ~ir is blown through milk*
Problems evolve when air is ? ;lown through milk with an applied
vacuum bee use the ejector condensor becomes over-loaded with
air and water vapor, J:er vapor (steam) is "he most cqn-
venient entraining agent for removing tainting substances from
liquids. It is readily available at low cost, maintains the
perature, id can be dravm readily from he liquid by use
of a condensor. The effect of increasing temperature on all
14
subata ices is to increase their vapor pressure. Hence, the
higher the milk tempera are when steam Is used as the en-
training agent, the nore efficient Is the taint removal.
SteH i Distillation . According to McDownll (35)> steam
distillation Is the passage of steam through a mixture of sub-
stances to remove t oso which are volatile. Unde ideal
conditijns the current of 1 should be passed in countcr-
curront flow to the curront of milk. During treatment the
milk would be in contact with steam carrying progressively less
tainting vapor. Finally, almost completely deodorized milk
would e in contact with clean steam. It is McDowell's (32)
opinion t^.at distillation with steam is desirable because it is
a convenient carrier of vapor nd some substances are very
"stenm volatile". The factors affecting distillation of taint*
ing substances with storm are the small concentration rnd the
fat • nd water solubility of the substances. He stated that
con-current flow of steam to milk will take up the taint if
enough time is allotted for equilibrium of the taint in milk
and stenm to take place. The amount of taint in the steam
varies with: 1) speed of passa e of 3team to milk, 2) pro-
perties of the tainting substance, and 3) milk droplet size.
iro of Deodoriza\lon . McDownll (3-) believes that
dcodorizatlon takes place in two stages, i.e., steam removes
substances from the water portion rnd the substance absorbed
15
in fat is thought to «iove to the water portion thereby cre-
ating a lag i oval* The factors involved In this theory
are: 1) size of droplet, 2) amount of convection within drop-
let, 3) size of fat globule, \\) amount of convection within
fat globule, 5) barrier effect of fat globule adsorption lover
inst rapid passage of substance from fat to serum, 6) pro-
les of tainting substance, and 7) steam volatility. Rate
of removal of tainting substances by steam distillation de-
pends in part on the relative volatility of the pure substance,
in part on tampersture of steam distillation, and in part on
the influence of water on vapor pressure of substance in
dilute solution (32). Scott (66) believes that the tainting
sabstance may be distributed In the fat, water, or both accord-
ing to the distribution laws. If during steam strip >lng or
stc tstillstion the movement of the taint v;as rapid enough
from each of the phases to maintain equilibrium, the commut-
ation for removal would be of a single phase sys em* In the
extreme, the movement of the taint from the f< lobule Bight
be slow, which is possible; therefore, size of the fat globule
has an effect. In all probability vhen the fat globules are
small, the boy it of -:-' e taint will be as that in a single
phase. In the case of the lar^e globule clusters, the taint
is probably removed fro as scrum first. The concentration of
taint is reduced and further removal must be obtained by
subsequent deodorizations. Scott (66) concluded that the
16
conditions needed 'mown are: the naturo of -he sub-
stance, rel- tivo solubility in fat and water, and the boili-;
points or po curves of the substance, ry
few of :ccs are known, the properties are not known,
McDowall's (33') views on r 1 of ^ases from milk are
thnt raising the uro tad lowering the pressure assist
the removal • A 1 ".cation of vacuum and the to.-ijcroture
hnvo in some ro3pects op ooin^ offoots. If o vacaun is
high, the solubility of \ ho gas in the liquid becomes lover*
, reduction in pressure also reduces the boiling
point, the orature, and the tendency of the gel to leave
the liquid. Therefore, the application of a high vncuim may
not be 1 3t method of ^ing gaseous contaminants from
leeteel liquids. At or Inery tempers ures, the or of
possible gaseous contaminants are 11 compared te the liquid
and solid taint". stances. Liquids and 3olids differ from
es in that their solubilities in othor subs ancos are
ally increased by a rise in temperature Ageing contrast,
conditions oeour ehe l rise la temperature is employed. The
volatility of the b inting substance is i.ir.reased; however,
it increases the solubility of the taint in the liquid.
Equations can be derived for io decree of removal of a taint
when it is insolublo in the water or fat, by use of the vapor
pressuro curves of the tainting substonco. Vacuum equipment
remove onl r substances whieh havo an aoorecla le vapor
17
pressure at the temperature of treatment, Many bitter tasting
substances have no odor. Becr-use their vapor pressure is so
low, the quantity volatilized is insufficient to fu'fect the
sense of smell. Vacuum equipment cannot remove this type of
substance. Contaminating substances in milk or cream may be
gases, liquids, or solids at ordinary temperatures and some
may be soluble in fat and/or water (35)«
Flash Steam and Open Steam * Scott (66) stated that flash
steam is evolved when a liquid is allowed to flow into a vessel
held at some pressure below the saturation pressure correspond-
ing to a temperature of the incoming liquid. Flash steam will
be formed and the taint concentration in this steam will be
in equilibrium with the concentration of the taint in the out-
going liquid. He stated that the use of open steam or steam
from an outside source is advantageous in that it can be used
to prevent concentration of the liquid. According to McDowall,
(35) the optimum conditions of running vacuum equipment will
vary with the type of taint involved. He concluded that the
following principles apply: 1) insoluble substances will be
removed more readily than soluble substnnces of the same degree
of volatility, 2) most substances will be more readily removed
at higher tempera ures of treatment, i.e., under low vacuum,
and 3) removal of all tainting substances in a short period of
treatment is dependent upon their entrainment by steam. It was
13
his opinion the dvnntages of vacuum equipment aro at ; hey
provide a means of continuous steam distillation of taint3
from milk or cream with minimum severity of heat treatment.
The main functions of the applied vacuum are to control the
severity of hoot treatment, I assist in rapid removal of
taint lndon w^ter vj^por, and to roolace pumps in drawing 1
uid t 3 machine.
Analysis of Existing Equlpme.it
Clas sification of Equip ient « Equipment manufacturers
have been try or several years to perfect equipment that
will volatllizo or remove off-flavors from milk (Roberts, Sh)
•
.una equipment can be classified into thro, main OS e orios
under whloh there are several modifier ions (52t»6l)« In T -pe
I there is no direct injection of steam and pasteurization
doe3 not occur in the flavor removing equipment, is raw milk
is drawn by vacuum from the balance tank through the regener-
ator section of a high temperature short time (H,T,3,T,) past-
eurizer and heated to spproj sly 133°P. Prom the regener-
ator the milk goss to the first vacuum chamber where air aid
condcnsabl. BSS are removed, io boiling occurs in this
lhor. Jext the milk is pumped from the first vacuum chamber
to ths r. • '..?. pasteurizer and the temperature is raised
°F, or ure up 200°F, depending upon the
19
treatment desired. The milk enters the second chamber
tangentislly and flashes Immediately, the volatile flavors
being removed in the flash steam by vacuum. After Li ex-
posure, the pasteurized milk ;;-oes through regenerator and
cooling sections of the ;:. . . . ad is re or packing. A
series of spray pans are located in the first chamber of some
equipment to prolong exposure. The flash ateam vapors from
the second chamber are sometimes passed through the first
chamber where some condensation occurs. This replaces some
of he \«;ater lost due to "flashing". Some manufacturers re-
commend the use of one chamber only, and it usuall;/ functions
like the second chamber described above (Re s, 5'I|-) • Scott
(6l) classified this type of equipment as stc rators.
He staged that allowing the hot milk or cream to enter an
evacuated chamber does not generate enough steam to remove a
large amount of the taint. He thinks that the primary advanta e
of this type of chamber is for coolin ; the fluid after treatment.
Type II equipment, ai described by Roberts (S|.#5S>) used
direct steam Injection sufficient to raise the temperature to
195°F. but still did not meet pasteurization requirements.
.'hey are usually tied in with a H.T.i.T. pasteurizer where the
milk is discharged at l62°F. and drawn into the first chamber.
The temperature in this chamber can be raised by injection of
live steam up to 195>°F« or bo .e intermediate temperature. Then
milk is drawn by vacuum into a second chamber where more boiling
20
3 and ' eraperature Is dro 3 >ed to about that at which it
enters the first cha . The milk is atomized or sprayed
into 'he f'rst c hanbor • nd ontors ti tially into ho second
itrifu gal ptuqp removes from the final
riber • nd sends it through the heat exchanger for cooling.
Modifications of the Type II machines are the use of a steam
ating tube and a single vacuum chambe: . e milk is heated
to the desired temperature in a stainless steel ,ube with
steam and the mixture released under vacuum. Scott (6l)
classified this type of equipment as con-c irrcnt <>nd fixing.
Hoahen and Mit en (53) described a coranorcial machine I
followed the description of the Type II vacuum equipment.
Type III s classified by Roberts (52j-#55>) is equipment
which uses an excess of steam and may be used as a pasteurizer.
It can be used with II.T.S.T. or vith plate heat exc rs
that have a 'eating aid cooling section. The raw milk is heated
enters the first chamber at approximately lifO°F, rhere live
steam is injected to raise temperature to 19l4-°P« to meat
pasteurization requirements. Speck (7U roportod that a temp-
erature of 19ij.°P« in Type III e uioment 13 recognized by the
'.ted Stntos Public Health Service Ordinance to bo equally
of iciont as tompora ures required for vat pasteurization.
itrola permit the maintenance of toraper.it ire while additional
'os of stent are added (Barb- , . he product la
dio I by vacuum Into second a;: .*d chambers where
'1
additional flavor removal results (Roberts, %h.) . Scott's
(6l) classification is that of continuous coun sp-current
flow type equipment where distillation with open s I .earn is
used. The lest m L is bo spray the liquid d . >rd
against an uprising flow of 1 m or by letting the liquid
flow down a vertical wall with stearn flowing upward through
the cylinder, Behlmer (10) describes the flow through a
corn icrcial machine of Type III,
of ipment . Whan live steam is injected into
milk it must be free of compounds that will a It off-
flavors. It should be free from rust, relatively dry, snd low
in superheat, [any compounds used in treat! 11 . r feed
water volatilize in the steam and cause a taint in Ik
product. The Pood and Dr; istration has declared so le
of these compounds toxic and prohibit their use. 'hen proper
precautions are taken, live s earn may be used for the removal
off-flavors and the production of a high quality product
can be obtained p of off-flavors from steam
impurities (Roberts, 51}- )•
Roberts (5£) described the problem of concentration during
trc it as a serious threat to manufacturers* its.
Dilution of the product is illegal, machines vary consider-
ably because of radiation losses and the amount of superheat
in steam. He observed that when the tompora ture of the milk
discharged was considerably lower than the incoming milk that
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concentration roj .1 od. The range of temperature over whi
concont: n any occur may be as rent bo 1 F. dopend-
on , Lotion. When o lorn or negative
ire dl I ce is maintained, dilution take ;ce
provided s' 3 used in 'ho her 1 deodorizing treat-
ment. If no steam is used, the tompernturo difference must
equal radiation looses or concentration will result. Barber
) describod several automa I ic controls which had been de-
Lopod and wore quite accurate in maintaining preset temper-
ature d r.rences. se concrols are required to meet
pasteurization requiromen. •
io croam 11 I damaged by any treatment which increases
the temperature of heating or time of holding above minimum
pasteurization requirements. Steam injection and atomization
i3o pa ' 1 churning and oiling which will reduce the cream
lino of mi] - (£i*55)j
Effoctivonosc of Existing Equipment . Roberts ( 5It# 55)
concluded that • 11 nachines Type I, II, nnd III reduced the
intensity of feed flavors present, 'j'he improvement in flavor
was found -o be related to intensity of steam treatme.it. He
st* hat vacu un treatment alone does not appear to ro iovo
tity of feed flavor desired by the dair - >l«nt operator.
Hia boliefa arc rict i ; program must be main-
tained when using Type I machines. Type II ra ors
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use a minimum amount of during off-soason and max
during off-flavor season. Typo III _ ed satis-
factorily all food and flavors wX' R< mttcr-
weed and spoiled sil
McDov/ 11 (31) in Ms ezp >nta utilized two reference
,
iacetyl and acetone for the study o: oss
of tra B« Ho staged tha :.ese reference sub jes
have been studied and are thought to include many of he actual
proper ies tainting of icea. hcDowall (32) Boneluded
b he solubility of din . fa in-
creases with t »e while oi one stays constant over r.
temperature cha e« .Jowall (36) Forked wit) a ecmtinuoua
vsporizati . ratus to determine the rapor/liquid equilibrium
coefficients for diacetyl and acetons. he equilibrium 00-
iciont was derived from Haoult's Law B ! lery'a Law (32)
•
The boiling points aid vapor pressurea of . ference
su: ces differ greatly| so many tainting sub be
inc . Scott (66) also utilized ih.es e two reference sub-
B vices and concluded that flashing cream \ it steam sho" ed
Utile reduction for a low volatile substance but removed h*
volatile substances almost es II ss when live 3team was used.
11 (3^J-) concluded that with the use of cream, steam is
effectively used if applied In separate s1 »ad of
one e« Removal was not affi cted by an increase in rale of
flow of cream and steam at a constant intensity of treatment.
ARemoval of diacotrl was not affocted by temperature of steam
diatillnMon over a range of 138° to 197°F.; bat with acetone,
t lere was a progressive reduction in extent of removal with
decrease in distillation temperature. He nlso studied effccta
of c 1 -.r. i;*ing the position of the ateam inlet pipe nnd placing
bafflea in the uptake pipe between chambera r-nd concluded that
rem val of tainta woa only slightly affected,
Scott (68) described a counter-current flow of cream to
oam ap ua which he believea to be a more efficient meana
of removing volatile tainting aubatances. Since equilibrium
ia never attained in practical counter f^.ow columna the degree
of taint re lOTal is associated with rate of taint tranaf cr.
An alternate method to continuous counter flow is multiple
contact counter flow wiereby two or more mixing stages reaching
equilibrium within each stage are arranged in counter flow.
In 19^6, Scott (65) devised a laboratory apparatus to atudy
the rate of taint transfer in a counter flow stripoin^ column.
He arranged a sampling tube within the vacuum chamber to deter-
mine t^e taint concentration at varioua levol8 within the chamber.
Results of this experiment showed that resistance to transfer
of taint depends on a liquid-side resistance and a ateam-side
resistance. The rction of the milk as it was passing through
the chamber was as a apray or falling film. lister (7<3) con-
cluded from his experiments with the "Vacre.^tor" that it:
1) generally improved flavor, 2) removed feod and weed flavors.
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3) improved the body and texture of the butter, Ij.) improved
keeping quality of butter, 5>) more efficiently destroyed
bacteria, and 6) brought greater market returns. r.IcDowall
(33) observed in some recent experimental work that lactose
depresses the vapor/liquid equilibrium coefficient for diacetyl
in cream and thus decreases the rate of removal* Lactose had
no effect on the acetone vapor/liquid coefficient. He also
observed that sodium chloride in solution c.-used a rise in the
equilibrium coefficient for both diacetyl and acetone.
A summary of McDowall ! s (3D experiment indicates that
the following factors will influence the effectiveness of a
treatment 1) temperature of pasteurization of cream prior to
vacuum treatment, 2) degree of vacuum applied in the primary
steam distillation chamber which controls uempera'cure of steam
distillation, 3) location of inlet pipe for injection of steam
in excess of that required for heating cream to pasteurization
temperature, I4.) effectiveness of single treatment with steam
as compared with several successive treatments with smaller
amounts of steam, jp) comparison of con-current flow of steam
with counter-current flow, nnd 6) relation of volume of flow,
i.e., time of contact of steam and cream, to effectiveness of
steam distillation treatment obtained. He suspected that
optimum conditions for treating will differ to the type of
tainting substance encountered.
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Kxlo ing it. It baa been observed
f iolenoy of "he Type III equipment as a means of
its suggests that economy measures could be
taken (3't»!?4» » )• 'cott (63, ) who has uone extensive
iy of ofi'-fluvor renoval explains a new tech-
nique to increase ocoaony in tiio "Vacreator' • lie terms the
''steam stitching" which is the ftp llOfttlon of v. he
counter flow principle of stoan in a multiple stn,-e unit.
I cch ilque enables increased cream flow rate without in-
creas
'
ut; thus, cutting oporating time with a
pr 1 in steam . All alternate lathod woald
be to keep cream flow and off-flnvor ro -toval oonatant with a
uction of >0 percent in steam oonsunptlon*
In thia improved method two or more deodorizers are used with
tho ste -ring in counter flow to the cream nnd in this v/ay
partially tainted steam establishes a new equilibrium with
- tainted fresh creaa. Steam stitching h a led to
dii ltios of overloading the co.. , however, by use of
»r pros: ure condenser water or ] »p condensers • nd/or
use of second condenser, the problem aan be solved. Sc
:
(62) also described iOQ UNftajor" which is a surface con-
dor, a ied to condense >f nteam passing to 4.
ejector condenser tieroby heating fresh water for or
boiler feed water.
Laboratory A buaea« ^ober !_• ( '.' ) in 1 >l±0
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devised a laboratory apparatus in which steam could be in-
jected con-currently with a stream of milk and this mixture
released into glass container under vacuum. Their experi-
ment was designed primarily to compare this type of pasteuriz-
ation to vat pasteurization in terms of bacterial destruction,
butterfat losses, and flavor. The apparatus which Scott (65)
used to study taint transfer rate was on a pilot plant scale.
He stressed the point that experimental work could be done on
small scale equipment. Brown et al. (13) have done extensive
work on heat processing of fluid foods since 195>1 on a pilot
plant scale.
Future Development
McDowall (31), in 1953 at the International Dairy Congress,
stated that although this type of flavor removing equipment
has been in use three decades there has been no scientific
study of the influence of different conditions of operation
on the extent of taint removal. Patton and Keeney (1^9) stated
that no attempts have been made to identify the compounds
responsible for feed type flavors. Roberts (54-) also stated
that little was known about the chemical nature of substances
which impart an off-flavor to milk. A summary of information
presented at a flavor symposium held in Chicago in 1957 was
that food flavors are tht most important single factor in se-
lection of foods and consumption of foods. The benefits of
food flavor research a: 1) hotter natural , aore
effoctiv ver.tioii or • » .-oved
syn vors, l\.) reluct >r eli.-iinu; yening and
sses for . p dov , and f>) improv
j of
pi t : of flavor cheuistry L .
nnd lie est essential in flavor analysis, as in ot
vurkj is a relieblv . iey believe that paper
'. col . A\y are indiapens- h
,
f
..s cliroaato-
phy .ly becoming a poworfu.1 tool in separating non-
latile sub. p convert!; em to volatile derive-
tiv. . ey stated aal oh x' cterization of flavor
-lion. sic steps; isolation, concentr ; ion,
purificati I ldentiflo Lou | .. . )
.
Description and Construction of Equipment
Oi In view of the widespread interest in
3 jf off-flavors from londuot
.1 pro. 1 .
. . is -""ily for Lon< It is
not onl lyf but lso It la de. I to h 1
v lumes . '.n ll (31) ') have Indicated
ro is T,roat possibility of various factors
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"ecting removal of ofi'-flabors fr f oratory
o equipment* It >d advisable to construct; '-as
aratus to study the factors. A laboratory ap a offers
several a- uch asj th< p ?ld v. L Lon of conditions
, utili jii of a small sample, and the ability to
,.e conditions of opera ioru The adve . J lng
able run n i la a short 3 :h of I also
of Importance in aecur a for tatistieal
anal 73 is
•
Ln ; o des t ibora' ory
Bj 111 .'v a d to obt L ) In-
form tion I construe" s ..tern.
orera of ^rising equj d
,:nd 'he ielr equipment studied. iderson (60)
e eon - bat Lo Info ion on the use cuum pua ,
rap oondensers, and I.e.. lo.
.ssber^cr (77) - ' "<' horough Introduetl he
oory of distillation i rid the ign of labor ':-ory vacuum
ap ises« Broun (llj.) i 1 Ined the equilibrium b he
vapor 12 lon on the
construction of laboratory < lent. ad
•r. ' • D. Rats :\nd c p staff members
Sural j Lng on the
project.
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Gen ra"L Description . The apparatus is more adequately
described ns a continuous distillation with or without the
injection of open steam. In general the apparatus consists
of a milk resorvoir, prehoater, steam generator, vacuum
chamber, water cooled condenser and receiver, product re-
ceiver, manometer, and vacuum pump. A photograph of the actual
aratus constructed is presented in Plate I. A more detailed
diagram is presented in Plate II. The entire apparatus was
assembled on a five by seven foot aluminum grating mounted on
a laboratory bench. This grating aided the rigidity and the
flexibility of the various parts of the apparatus. Pyrex
1 ss was used throughout 'he apparatus with the exception of
a few joints which were connected with Tygon tubing.
Milk Section. The milk reservoir, which was a 300 ml.
separatory funnol, was mounted 23 inches above the preheating
coil. The milk line to the preheater was four mm. in diameter.
The preheating coil was constructed from four mm. glass tubing
and was two inches wide by six inches long. The coil was sus-
pended in a water bath which was heated with a Meker burner.
A two-way stopcock was inserted in the milk line to the vacuum
chamber to regulate the flow and serve as a vacuum breaker to
the atmosphere. Also a thermometer was inserted in the milk
line next to the vacuum chamber. A special orifice constructed
from glnss was fitted into a standard taper opening in the
chamber for atomization of the milk in a downward direction.
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This orifice could be turned to obtain atomization in any
direction. The opening of the orifice was extremely small
and was positioned in the exact center of the chamber and two
inches from the top of the chamber.
Vacuum Chamber * The heart of this apparatus is the vacuum
chamber, specifically constructed for use in this experiment.
It was two inches in diameter and 13 inches long. Three stand-
ard taper openings were constructed in the cylinder. They were
2\\. mm. in diameter and lj.0 mm 9 in length of the tnper. One of
the openings was situated at the top for passage of the vapors
into the condenser. Another opening situated two inches below
the top was for the milk orifice fitting. The third opening
was situated two inches above the base of the chamber for the
steam injection orifice. A stopcock was attached to the base
of the chamber to regulate the flow of outgoing liquid. A 500
ml. Erlenmeyer flask was attached below this stopcock on the
base of the chamber to collect the product. A thermometer was
inserted in the side of the chamber to determine the tempera-
ture of the milk during treatment. A vacuum breaker was inserted
below this stopcock so the receiver could be removed without
breaking vacuum in the entire system.
Steam Section . Steam, from the college power plant was
tried and discarded because it contained taints resulting from
chemicals used in the boiler water treatment process. Steam
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for injection was produced from distilled water in a 3000 ml.
three necked flask surrounded by a Glas-Col heatiig mantle.
A pressure regulating stopcock was attached to one neck and
a plug insorted into the second neck of the fla3k. Prom the
generator steam was conducted into an especially constructed
condonsate trap by means of a stopcock and past a thermometer
inserted in the four mm. glass line. An orifice of the same
design as for the milk inlet was used to ato:aize the steam
upward in a counter-current flow to the milk. For the treat-
ments without steam this orifice could be removed and a plug
inserted in the chamber opening. A variable voltage trans-
former was used to control the heat for producing steam. It
would be desirable to have steam under higher pressure than
that produced in a glass container ao an excess could be
driven through the chamber; however, this was unavailable at
the time of this experiment.
Condense r Section. A connecting tube was attached to
the top of the vacuum chamber to carry the vapors into the
condenser. A thermometer was inserted in this tube to deter-
mine the temperature of the outgoing vapor. A Priedrichs
condense? wa3 used to condense the vapors. A connecting
tube designed to attach a vacuum source was placed between
the condenser and receiver. The receiver was a 300 ml.
irlenmoyor flask. A trap for freezing out any vapors that
were not condensed by the water cooled condenser was also
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included. The trap was suspended in a Dewar flask containing
dry ice and ethanol which provided a temperature of -78°C. This
trap was used primarily to prevent any vapors from entering the
vacuum pump.
Vacuum Producing Section* A Cenco mechanical vacuum pump
was used to produce a vacuum. The reduced pressure in the
chamber was observed by means of a mercury manometer attached
to the vacu;im line.
Experimental Design
Basis of Experiment . Equipment manufacturers are now sell-
ing milk deodorizing equipment to milk plants, yet a search of
the literature reveals only a limited amount of scientific data
on the optimum conditions for the operation of this equipment.
This experiment was undertaken to study some of the major
factors affecting the removal of tainting substances from milk.
The factors included in this study were the degree of
vacuum, preheating temperature of the milk, and steam injection.
The three off-flavors included in this study were those found
in milk from cows which had been fed silage, alfalfa hay, and
pastured on rye.
Study of Various Off-Flavors . The milks used in these ex-
periment were produced by three groups of three co^s each, two
liolstein and one Jersey from the Kansas State College dairy herd.
The cows were fed silage or alfalfa hay two to three hours before
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milkin -. In tho trials usin. r milk from cows pastured on
rye f the concentrate rotlon was withhold one feeding before
they were pastured on Balbo rye. The milk was obtained at
three different times. The first and second quantities of
milk were divided into two lots each. The third quantity of
milk was not divided; thus, five lots of off-flavored milk were
obtained for the various treatments. Each lot of raw milk was
scored before treatment. By dividing the quantities of milk
the reproduciability of the treatment could be determined and
by using milk from several cowb the composition variance of
milk from individual cows was eliminated as a factor. The
milk was cooled promptly to 35>°F. and stored at that temper-
ature approximately 12 to lj.8 hours before treatment for removal
of off-flavors. Improvement in flavor was measured by the
difference in the numerical score of the milk before nnd after
treatment. The samples were scored by four experienced milk
judges who .ere members of the Dairy Department staff. The
score card and system of scoring was that used in the Inter-
national Collegiate Students' Jud^ins Contests. The samples
were numbered in such a manner that their identity was not
known by the Judges.
Study of Various Vacuums . A s indicated by the review of
literature, various do - ees of evacuation may have an influence
on the reduction of en off-fl°vor in milk. Ench of the three
dif t off-flavorod milks were subjected to three decrees of
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vacuum; 9# 19» sr*cL 29 inches of mercury or 533# 273, and 25
ran. of mercury of reduced pressure respectively. The relation-
ship of inches mercury of vacuum to ran. mercury reduced
pressure is presented in Table 36 In the Appendix. After run-
ning e few trials the data were discussed with Dr. Stanley
1 earden in the Statistics Department. It was determined that
five observations per treatment combination were needed to
detect a difference of a given size at the 0.0£ level of pro-
bability. Since the temperature of ''he milk within the chamber
will vary with the applied vacuum, this factor can not be
varied without injection of steam from an outside source.
Study of Various Preheat Temperatures . It was considered
highly desirable to determine the effect, if any, of varying
the temperature of the milk prior to entrance into the vacuum
chamber. Three temperatures of lifO , l60°, and 17l4-°P. were
used in this experiment. These temperatures were used for each
of the various vacuums v/hich were applied to each of the off-
fl- vors. The same number of duplications were required to
determine significance at the 0.05 probability level as were
required for the various vacuums.
Study of Injection of Open Steam. Roberts (51j.), McDowall
(31)t and Scott (6l) stated that the use of steam as an entrain-
ing agent aids the removal of off-flavors. McDowall (31) and
Scott (63) both stated that theoretically counter-current flov
ko
of steam to milk should prove to be most effectivo In reducing
tho Intensity of a tainting substance . This apparatus was de-
signed so that the counter-flow of steam could be used. Open
steam was injectod at each of the various vacuums and preheat
temperatures used with the three different off-flavored milks
•
These combinations made it possible to make comparisons in J4.5
different trials with and without steam injection. This number
of trials provided enough data to determine significance at
the 0.05 probability level.
Detormination of Optimum Conditions . It was considered
desirable to determine the optimum combination of the various
factors studied for each of the off-flavors. By means of
statis' icl mot: ods the most desirable combination of factors
was determined for each of the three off-flavored milks.
Processing Procedures
Various Vacuums .and Prehec J " Temperatures Without Steam .
The operation of the apparatus to achieve the treatments with-
out steam and at constant temperature were as follows.
Approxiiaa \ely 300 ml. of the off-flavored milk was placed in
the milk reservoir at 35°P» The wator bath 3urroundin the
preheating coil was then heated to secure the desired temper-
ature of milk p.- s sing through the coil. 1 he vacuum pump was
next turned on and the desired vacuum regulated by the use of
a pinch clamp on tho vacuum line. After evacuation of the
1*1
system and regulation of the desired vacuum, the stopcock
at the base of the milk reservoir was opened and milk allowed
to flow through the preheating coil, through the rate re-
gulating valve, past the thermometer, and through the orifice
into the vacuum chamber. Ten minutes elapsed while 300 ml.
of milk were drawn through the apparatus or at ihe rate of 1.8
liters per hour. The liquid portion of the milk falls to the
bottom of the chamber and was collected in an Erlenmeyer flask
which was cooled in an ice water bath. The vaporous phase was
drawn upv/ard and out of the chamber and condensed. When the
desired quantity of milk had passed through the apparatus, the
stopcock at the base of the vacuum chamber was closed and the
receiver removed with the product. The treated product was
then cooled and stored at 35>°F. until it was scored. All
samples were scored within 36 hours after treatment.
Various Vacuums and Preheat Temperatures with Steam In-
jection . The modification in the processing procedure for
the treatments with steam included the removal of the plug
from the vacuum chamber and insertion of the steam atomizing
orifice. The steam generator was then connected to this
orifice and steam injected through the chamber in an upward
flow. After the steam had been passing through the chamber
for several minutes, the flow of milk was turned on and the
samples collected in the same manner as done for treatments
without steam.
&General Proceduro and Cleaning of Equipment . The system
was rlnaed between trials by running distilled water through
it. The apparatus was completely disassembled at the end of
each day and between two different off-flavors for a thorough
cleaning with a detergent. The vacuum chamber and orifices
were cloaned with either a chromic acid or strong alkali
solution.
If any of the factors varied during the course of a
->le, the product receiver was removed and a new one re-
placed when the conditions hod been standardized. The first
25 to 30 ml. of product were discarded and only milk which had
received the specified treatment saved. Considerable time was
saved by being able to remove the product receiver without
breaking the vacuum in the entire system. In this study no
attempt was made to measure the intensity of the taint in
the vapor condensate; however, it was observed that an odor
existed in the condensed vapor from the off-flavored milk.
EXP ;I..IENTAL RESULTS
The results of this experiment will be presented separate
r each feed off-flavor studied. A statistical analysis was
made on the factors studied for MOh off-flnvor. The analysis
of variance (3nedecor f 70) was used to determine whether
signifleant differences existed between the variables studied.
The Duncan»s Multiple Rnnge Test (70) was U3ed to detect which
variable was significantly different from another.
to
Effectiveness of Treatments on Silage Off-Flavor
Quality of Raw Milk , Silage off-flavored milk was ob-
tained and divided as described in the experimental procedure.
The numerical flavor score of the five lots of milk ranged
from 35 to 36 with a mean score of 35»7« The actual flavor
scores for each lot of untreated mill: used are presented in
Tables lj> to 20 in the Appendix. The panel of judges indicated
independently that all the lots of untreated milk possessed a
definite to pronounced silage flavor and odor.
Various Preheat Temperatures of Milk . In the first series
of experiments with silage off-flavored milk, six trials con-
sisting of five lots of milk or the total of 30 lots of milk
were subjected to each different preheat temperature before
they were introduced into the vacuum chamber. The three pre-
heat temperatures used were li|.0o , l6')°, and 17i|. F. and they
were controlled within a plus or minus 2 P. The effectiveness
of the treatment was measured by taking the difference between
the score of the untreated and treated milk. In all cases
there was an improvement in the flavor of the treated milk.
The flavor score differences for each lot of milk are tabulated
in Tables 15 to 20. The mean flavor score difference for the
milk in each of the trials employing the use of the three pre-
heat temperature 3 are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. tivonoss of three preheat temperatures of
milk on the removal of sila ;e off-flavor by
comparison of the mean flavor score differencos."
kk
t Flavor score : : Flavor ucore : : I lavor score
Trial! difference :Trial! difference xTrial: difference
lb0°F.. : U|.0OF\
1 2.1
2 2.1
3 n10
11 2-1
12 1.7
: !Io. : : No. : 17^°P.
Mean P. 0^7
1.5
1.6
1.3
1.6
2.3
1.7
1.733
I
,1
17
18
a
us
1.2
IJl
1.5
1.14-33
Compiled from data in Tables 15 to 20 (Appendix).
It may be observed in Table 1 that the ll}.0 oF. preheat
te.iperature improved the mean flavor score difference of the
milk 2.067 points, the l6o°F. temperature 1.733 points, and
the 17i4-°P. temperature 1.1+.33 points. The summary of the
analysis of variance (Table 33) shows that the flavor score
difference between the three preheat temperatures was very
highly significant. The Duncan»s Multiple Range Test was
used to detormine which preheat temperature was significantly
different. It was concluded that the II4.O P. preheat temper-
ature was more effective than the l60° or 17l|°P. and tne l6o°P,
temperature was more offoctivo than the 174°F « AH these
differences were found to be significant.
Various Derxo r. of Vacu-im. The silage off-flavored milks
were treated at 9# 19# and 29 inches of applied vccuura. The
k5
flavor scores of the treated milk at the three applied vacuums
were presented in Tables lf> to 20. Thirty lots of milk were
treated under each degree of vacuum and the mean flavor scores
for each trial are compiled in Table 2.
Table 2. Effectiveness of three vacuums on the removal of
silage off-flavor from mill: by comparison of the
mean flavor score differences • •*•
•
« Flavor score •* * Flavor score : Fla^/or score
Trial: difference :Tria 1J difference :Trial difference
. : 9" : No. •* 19" : No. : %)
1 2.1 2 2.1 3 1.9
k
i»i
5 1.6 6 1.8
7 8 1.6 9 1.5
10
?:i
11 2.3 12 1.7
13 li}.
\X
15 1.7
16 1.2 17 13 1.5
Mean 1.667 1.833 1.683
Compiled from data in Tables 15 to 20 (Appendix).
Milk subjected to 19 inches of vacuum had a mean flavor
score improvement of 1.333 points which was higher than the
9 and 29 inch vacuum flavor scores which were 1.667 and 1.683
points respectively. An analysis of variance was run on the
flavor score difference and a summary of thi3 analysis v/as
presented in Table 33 in the Appendix. The value obtained
for F was not significant at the 0.05 probability level but
significant at the 0.10 level. Application of the Duncan •s
test to the flavor score differences indicated that there was
a significant improvement in the flavor of the 19 inch vacuum
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co lpared to the 9 nr*d 2) Inch vacuum treatments.
When milk wna ubjected to the ?.) inches of vacuum, it
wna observed t^at it boiled violently. The appearanco of
the milk in the vacuum chamber at the two lower vacuums was
of a falling film nature. The film of milk covered the entire
well surface of the vacuum cha ber when the milk orifice was
positioned at the correct nn^le.
.
'..
. vs. :io Steam Injection. Steam from an outside
;rce was injected into l\.% lots of silage flavored milk as
descr!b d In the experimental procedure. The flavor score
difforcnce3 of the milk as a result of the steam and no steam
treatments were recorded in Tables 1$ to 20. The quantity
of steam passing into the chamber was measured by the amount
condensed and collected in the trapping system which was
employed. No concentration or dilution of the mil" was ob-
served when steam was used. Thus, the quantity of 3team
condensed should serve as t' 3is of the intensity of the
steam treatment, ^.'hen the rate of milk flow through the
iber was 1300 ml. per hour, 380 ml. of steam condensate
was obtained per hour. The intensity of the steam treatment
be stated as 1 nl. of sterm condensate for each 1|.70 ml.
of milk passing through the chamber. The steam temperature
varied between 208° to 212°P. depending upon the vacuum in
the chamber. I mean flavor score difference for each trial
with and without steam is compiled in Table 3.
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Table 3. Effectiveness of steam vs. no steam injection
treatment on the removal of tilaga off-flavor. by
comparison of mean flavor score differences.
: 2
Trial : Flavor score i Trial : Pla /or score
o. : difference ! ?fo. : di.fference
s No steam t : Steam
1 2.1 10 2.k
2 2.1 11 2.3
i
1.9 12 1 *?
1.6
x
4
1.6
2.3
1.8 If 1.7
I
l.k
1.6
16 1.2
17 l.if.
9 1.5 18 1.5
Morn 1.711 1.778
Compiled from data in Tables lf> to 20 (Appendix).
It may be observed in Table 3 that the treatments without
steam injection improved the mean flavor 3core 1.711 points as
compared to 1.778 points with steam injection. The summary of
analysis of variance in Table 33 reveals that this is not a
significant difference.
Optimum Combination of Factors . The trials with ench
preheat temperature were run with each de-tree of vacuum and
with and without steam injection. The statistical analysis
included the calculation for a significant interaction between
any two variables or the combination of the three variables
studied. The test for an interaction between temperature and
vacuum revealed a significant difference between the combin-
ations at the 0.10 probability level. The ranked means for
its
ee^ ibinntion Is presented In Table Jj..
Table 1+. Effectiveness of various combinations of preheat
tr on J .vol of silage off-flavor ^
by ranking the means of the flavor score differences.
atraent Comoinntlons : Ranked mean flavor
iro - Vacu'un : score difforence
17V5 - 9" 1.30
17i^° - 19" 1.50
17! o . o^n 1# 5
l6o° - 9" 1.50
l6o° - 29" 1.75
lkO - 29" 1.30
160° - 19" 1.95
Uj.0° - 9" 2.20
lii.0° - 19" 2.20
Compiled from data in 10 to 15 ( endix)
.
The Duncan 1 s test was used to detormlne which combinations
were significantly difforent. The two combinations, lip P.
pr hot temperature with both 9 "nd 19 inches of applied vacuum
were significantly more effective than the other combinations
with the exception of the l60°P. temperature with 19 Inches of
vacuum. The 17U- P. temperature with the low vacuum of 9
inches t.hs the lc: st effective temperature-vacuum combination.
c statistical analysis indicates no significant differ-
ence between any of Ihe other combinations of factors studied
in this experiment with silage off-flavored milk. However,
these interactions are approaching significance and with the
comparison of more trials a significant difference might be
shown.
k9
Effectiveness of Treatments on Alfalfa Off-Flavor
Quality of Raw Milk . The milk used for this series of
trials was obtained and divided into five lots as described
in the experimental procedure. The five lots of milk ranged
in numerical flavor score between 3f? and 36 with a mean
score of 35»1|.* The actual scores of the untreated milk are
tabulated in Tables 21 to 26. Each lot of untreated raw
milk was criticised for having a definite or pronounced
alfalfa off-flavor which would be objectional to the consumer.
Vario u| Preheat Temperatures of Milk . The same preheat
temperatures were used on the alfalfa off-flavored milks that
were used with silage off-flavored milk. Also, the same
number of lots of milk were treated with each preheat temper-
ature to determine the effectiveness of the treatment. The
measure of effectiveness used was the difference in flavor
score between the untreated and treated milk scores. The
flavor score differences for each lot of milk are tabulated
in Tables 21 to 26. All the treated milk had a higher flavor
score than the untreated milk. The mean flavor score differ-
ences as a result of the various preheat temperatures applied
to alfalfa off-flavored milk are compiled in Table 5«
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ffectiv of ehoat teruora iro3 of a
on m 1 i ' If Lfa of . - ror by comparison of
/or acoro differe
n
Jo. : 17^°P.
7 2.2
8 2.3
i!
2.6
2.3
17 2.8
13 3.0
: 1 >vor acoro : : Flavor score : : Fli vor acore
Tri- : o« : "1: dif fc ro eco : Trial I
. :
" 1J}_0 uf; ; . • lbO»F. :11. 4 2.3
2 1.6 5 2.\
3 1. 6 2.3
10 . 13 2.5
11 2.L Ik 2.4
12 2.2 15 2.7
2.017 2.433 2.533
Co.ipllod frc a in la los 21 to 26 (Appendix).
1 flavor acoro difference for the 140°» l6 °, id
174°F. preheat to ipe ratures wore 2.017* 2.433# .533 point3
ctlvoly. From the 1 ry of the i rsla of variance
34) it v;as coneladed that the diffcrencoa vara vcr
highly Cicant. With applioation of the Duncan9! toot it
wa3 concluded at the l6o° and 174°F. >a >ert urea were 3i -
nificantly nore effective than ha 140°F. temperature. re
waa no significant difference between the effect of the l60°
an 174° • re a.
lb Do
;
-;rc^3 of uum. Throe donreoa of vacuum were
ilod to tho alfalfa flavored milk in the
employed with siln ;o f 1? vored mil . The flavor acore differ-
ence ro:; iltlng fro .1 the different lots a od with
the threo decrees of vacuum aro ta ad in Tablaa 21 to 26.
rty lota of milk wero treated with each vacuum and the nean
flavor score differences for each trial are compiled in
Table 6.
Table 6. Effectiveness of three vacuums on removal of alfalfa
of "-flavor from milk by comparison of the mean
flavor score differences .1
: Flavor score : : Flavor score 2 : Flavor score
Trial: difference rTrial; difference : Trial: difference
No. : 9
«
t No. : 19"
1 1.8 2 1.6
k 2.3 5 24
7 2.2 8
2*.k.10 2.5 11
13 2.5 li{.
1:116 2.3 17
No. : 29"
I
1.6
z\i9
12 2.2
if
2.7
3.0
Mean 2.367 2.317 2.I4.O
Compiled from data in Tables 21 to 26 (Appendix).
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The mean flavor score differences for the 9t 19* and 29
inch vacuum treatments were 2.367, 2.317* and 2.i}.00 points re-
spectively. A summary of the analysis of variance (Table 3lj.)
was employed with the vacuum treatment flavor score differences
No si-nificant difference was obtained between the different
degrees of vacuum used in this series of trials for removing
alfalfa off-flavor from milk.
Steam vs . No Steam Injection . Nine trials consisting of
five lots each or a total of ij.5 lots of milk with an alfalfa
off-flavor were subjected to the steam injection treatment des-
cribed in the experimental procedure. The flavor score
$2
diffc i ro3 lit of this treatment wa3 compared to
oat atoan injoctlon. Ta Ion of the flavor
score difforoncoa are presented in Ta 21 to 26. A
sunnary of flavor 3core diff *,oa for each tr'.
is or La 7.
lo 7» octivones3 of 3 J oam vs. no steam injection trc
mont on the ror.iovnl of alfalfa of -flavor by
comparison of the mean flavor score difference- . •
>r score : : Flavor score
: : Trial : : difference
: lo at: : To. :: oteam
1 1.8 1 u2 1.6 11
j
1.6 12 2.2
2*£
13
2*X
6 2.3 i| 2.1
I
2.2 16 2.3
2.3 17 2.
9 2.6 13 3.0
Mean 2.122 2.533
)ilod from data in Tables 21 to 26 ( adix).
The mean flavor 3Coro improvement for ^11 the trials with-
out irai 2.122 points. oats with steam injection
incroasod flavor 3coro n Man of 2*533 points. ie summary
of nalysis of vr. >e (Table 31+) In os that the diffe -enco
is very hie ly 3 i nifiemt. It can ba concluded that -.he steam
tren^ was definitely more offoctivo in removing "a
or than tron'mont with no stor •
S3
Optimum Combination of Factors. In order to arrive at
the optimum combination of factors or method of treatment
which produced the greatest improvement in flavor score, all
possible combinations of factors were taken into consideration.
The analysis of variance included the test for an interaction
between any combination of the factors. The summary of the
analysis of variance (Table 3l|-) indicates a significant inter-
action between temperature and vacuum at the 0.10 probability
level. The ranked means of flavor score differences of each
combination of temperature and vacuum are presented in Table 8»
Table 3. Effectiveness of various combinations of temperature
and vacuums on removal of alfalfa off-flavor by
ranking the mean flavor score differences ••'•
Treatment Comb -JLnations : Ranked mean flavor
Temperature - Vacuum : score difference
llj.0 — 29" 1.90
iko° - 19" 2.00
lij.00 • 9" 2.15
Ilk «w 9" 2.25
160° • 9" 2.lj.0
l6o° m 19" 2.1J.0
l6o° - 29" 2.£0
17\£ - 19" 2.5$
174-° • 29 w 2.80
Compiled from data in Tables 21 to 26 (Appendix).
With application of the Duncan 1 s test the 17i|. F. preheat
temperature with 29 inches of applied vacuum was found to be
significantly more effective than the other combinations as
it improved the flavor score 2.30 points. There also was a
Sk
. difference betweon the t r - - i combin-
atlona -ovod or score I.. 2J4.O poin
le analysis of varia indicates significance for
the c is of o with and without steam at
the 0.10 probability lovcl. The moan flavor score difference
for c c! on was - ,d and is presented in Tabic 9»
Telle • ess of various nations of be jerature
Ma on the rcnov.°l of If a off-flavor by
ing the moan flnvor score differ* •
0113 : i moan flnvor
- Ste.' : score difference
ll±0° - 1.
160° - ! .333
Ilk - If 2. ,
lkO° - S 2.367
1
- s 2*533
17i{. - 2.700
1 Compiled from data in Tables 21 to 26 (Appendix).
1 injoction.
Si action.
With U3o of the Du 'o test .ho 17i|- F» preheat
-•aturc with s-oam injection was fou 1 be significantly
>rt of "cctivo m other co.ibinationd with the exception
of °i'. mn .ire with steam injection. 1 ' , ~*.
ire without sten 1 injection was significantly the least
bination. By ranking the means of the flnvor score
dlf ident that as the prohoat temperature
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increases and with steam injection that the flavor score
increases. Other combinations of the factors studied did
not yield significant differences in their effectiveness.
Effectiveness of Treatments on Rye Off-Flavor
Quality of Raw Milk . Off-flavored milk from cows
pastured on rye wa3 obtained and divided into five lots as
described in the experimental procedure. The five lots of
milk had a mean flavor score of 35«5» The flavor scores are
tabulated for each lot of milk in Tables 27 to 32. The un-
treated milk was criticized by the panel of judges as having
a definite or pronounced grassy off-flavor, commonly observed
when the cows had been pastured on Balbo rye. This set of
trials was run in April when the pasture was first being used.
The cows used for this experiment were placed on the pasture
several times without obtaining a pronounced rye of -flavor.
However, after the cows had been- pastured on rye for six
successive days the off-flavor in the milk was highly objection-
able.
Various Preheat Temperatures of Milk . In this series of
trials with rye flavored milk; the milk was subjected to the
same treatments and number of trials that were used with the
previous off-flavors studied. All the flavor score differences
were improvements over the untreated milk. The data for each
1 t of milk were atod in Ta" li to 32. he mean
flavor differences for onch trial ch preheat
,j& in Table 10.
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lo 10. llffcctivoness of three preheat ires of
milk on the removal ot rye off-flnvor by co 1 on
of 'he mean flavor score differences. 1
: Flavor sc • •• • 1 1;.: jr 3core : ; jr score
Tri nonce rTrinl : difference IT : c e
. l : . : .
•
• . : 17^°' .
1 1. h 2.2
1
1.
2 1.7 J 2.U 24
3 1. b 2.2
,1
2.
10 3.1
%
2.7 2.k
11
!
3.3 17 2.9
12 15 3.1 1J 3.0
Mean 2.3S0 •850 2.
Compiled from data i lea 27 to 32 ( ' endix)
•
ye mean flavor score improvement for the ll;.0 o , 16 °, ad
17<4-°F. preheat te-apera uros we .35» 2.35, and ; . points
oecti . The sum ary of oho nnnl/sis of variance (Table
dicates i,hat there is a significant difference between
temperaturos nt the 0.05 probability lev.l.
the ap ilieatlon of i;he Duncan's Multiple \anr;e Test it was con-
clud. d that he l60 '
.
°e rna si;nif ly more
effectivo than oither the lJjO or H\\° F» ; . he
ta of i test - show that the 17^-°F. jerature was
ttifio ] effective t ho lowest or l^.O ."7'. preheat
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Various Decrees of Vacuum. The three degrees of vacuum
used in this series of trials to study their effect, if any,
on the removal of rye off-flavor from milk, were the iWM as
those used previously. The flavor score difference for each
lot of milk as a result of the various decrees of vacuum were
tabulated in Tables 27 to 32. The mean flavor score differ-
ences from each of six trials run with each vacuum are pre-
sented in Table 11. In this study six trials consisting of 5
lots each or the total of 30 comparisons were made.
Table 11. Effectiveness of three vacuums on the removal of
rye off-flavor from milk by comparison of the
mean flavor score differences .1
•
• Plavor score •• • Pla vor score : : Pla vor score
Trial: difference STrial : difference :Trial: difference
Hd. : 9" : No. : 19" : Mo. : 29"
1 1.8 2 1.7
I
1.8
k 2.2 5 24 2.2
1 1.9 8 24 9 2.6
10 3.1 11 2.9 12 2.8
1} 2.7 24 3.3 15 3.1
16 24 17 2.9 13 3.0
Mean 2.367 2.631*. 2.533
1 Compiled from data in Tables 27 to 32 (Appendix).
The mean flavor score improvement for the 9# 19 » and 29
inches of applied vacuum were 2.367* 2.634, and 2.533 points
per lot respectively. The summary of the aialysis of variance
(Table 35) indicates that there is a significant difference
between the three vacuums used. As a result of applying Duncan's
test It was concludod that
i ;nific ctive in re;novl - an
i»e waa D it dif see
the 1) nd 29 Inch vacu .na#
actio . . This ^orle3 of trlala
use of s team b-j it for .he
tai . . ,r-fivo lots of rje flavored milk
were treated with si nd Ij.5 without, the
count - flow method of 3team injection was studied.
pov ont In flavor 3core for each lot of illk wi
l.i ted in to 32. o Btaan flavor score diffr>r-
:es for i trial aro ited In Ta'.le 12.
TaMc 12. foot it i of stea.i vr>. no s-; eam injection
its on the val of rye off-flavor fron
by comparison of ho mean flavor score
differences.^
•
• re : la vor score
:il : ^o : Trial : ence
. : .0 : Mo . :
1 2.1 10 3.1
2 1.7 11 .
3 :.. 12 2.3
I 2.2 8 2.75 4 3.36 2.2 if 3.1
7 1.9 16 2.S
8 2.k 17 .
9 i 3.0
Mean
• '.13^ 2.922
from data In Tables 27 to 32 (Apoondix).
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It may be observed in Table 12 that the treatments with*
out steam improved the flavor score 2.13I4. points compared to
2.922 points for treatments v/ith steam injection. The summary
of the analysis of variance (Table 35) indicates that the
difference was very highly significant. It may be concluded
from the observation of the two mean flavor score differences
that - he milk treated with steam from an outside source was
considerably more effective than those without steam injection.
Optimum Combination of Factors. To determine the optimum
conditions of operation for the most effective method of rye
off-flavor reduction, all combinations of factors were studied.
The 3um lary of the analysis of variance (Table 35) indicates
a significant difference between the various combinations of
preheat temperature and vacuum. The r.ctual flavor score
differences for each combination was recorded in Tables 27 to
32. The mean flavor score difference for each possible combin-
ation were ranked in Table 13*
Table 13. Effectiveness of various combinations of preheat
temperatures and vacuums on the removal of :ye
off-flavor by ranking the mean flavor score
difference a. -*•
Treatment Combinations : Ranked mean flavor
Temperature - Va cuum : score difference
17lj. - 9" 2.20
34.O - 19" 2.30
li|.0° - 29" 2.30
li>o° - 9" 2.IJ.5
160 - 9" 2.II5!4160 - 29" 2.6
nhr° - 19" 2.75
174° - 29" 2.80
1600 - 19" 2.85
1 Compiled from data in Ta les 27 to 32 (Appendix).
6o
The ap >llcation of Duncan's tost Indie iat the l6o°P.
prohent temperature wit ounn was the ..asst
ef t not t from the t
er in flnvor ccore imoro it. The 17V •
o with nin inche3 of vacuorn. wp3 the ;
tivo ot signlfic •ntly dlf it from the two
ler fla
The jf prohoat i tore rith and \ <.t
s ton inject! Iso yieldod fference in the
r score diff< . The suniary of the
analysis of v co (Table ;,5>) shows that ' iteraction
it* jf flavor score
I for "he various combinatii. od in
le T\.
Ta'lo li|.. ctiv^.ness of various combinations of preheat
ipera J d a team
.
- | or by ranking the mean flavor score
diff .*
ions : ican flavor
tre - : score d once
.
- 1..00
.
- 2.267
17k°F. - 2.
17ii°F. - .300
liiO° . - S 2.,
.
- S 3.033
1 Compiled fr to 32 (Appendix)*
1 injection.
Stoara Injection.
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Ith the use of the Duncan ! s test, it was concluded that
the lij.O°P. temperature was significantly the le ;st effective
combination observed. The l6o°F. temperature with steam in-
jection was the most effective as it increased the flavor
score a mean value of 3.0.33 points. This combination waa not
significantly more effective than the two combinations ranked
lower in Table lhr .
There waa no significant combination of the three factors;
preheat temoerature, vacuum, and steam as indicated by the
summary of the analysis of variance (Table 35) • A significant
combination of factors might be detected if more comparisons
were made,
DISCUSSION OP
Since the introduction of equipment for the removal of
off-flavor? from lacteal liquids, several installations have
been made in dairy plants. No references were found on the
effects of varying the degree of vacuum on removing specific
feed off-flavors from milk. Mo research has been reported on
the effect of different forewarning tempera cures of the milk
prior to introduction into bhe vacuum chamber. tfc'Oowall (31)
and Scott (66) have made extensive studies on the effect of
using steam from an outside source, as an entraining agent on
the removal of off-flavors from cream. Roberts (££) observed
the operation of the different types of equioment used for
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removing off-flavors from milk. He found that the e lount of
off-flavor removal wa8 related to the intensity of the steam
tr atment. He reported that vacuum treatment without steam
injection did not appear to remove the amount of off-flavor
desired by most dairy plant operators.
This experiment included the study of the effects of
three different preheat temperaluros of milk, throe degrees of
vacuum, and steam injection on the removal of specific feed
off-flavors from milk. To determine the optimum conditions
of oporation, the; above factors were studied in all possible
combinations. Before this experimental work could be started,
it was necessary to construct a laboratory apparatus v/hich
could be used to study the effects of varying conditions of
operation on off-flavor removal. Several changes and modific-
ations were made before a satisfactory laboratory apparatus
was constructed. The apparatus used in this experiment was
described in the experimental procedure*
Theoretically, the temperature of the milk upon entrance
into the vncuum chamber is a major factor affecting the amount
of off-flnvor removal. Three tempera ures were used and the
results of their use with silage off-flavored milk indicate
that the lower or l[|.0 oF. temperature was more effective '.nan
either the l60° or 17^°P» proheat temperatures. Partial ex-
planation for the increased effectiveness of the lower
temperature is thought to bo in the amount of cooked flavor
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obtained at the higher temperatures of treatment. According
to theory a liquid or solid tainting substance would become
iore soluble in the milk with increasing temperature; thus,
nore difficult to remove with increasing temperature. The
effect of the different temperatures on removing an ' lfalfa
off-flavor were that the higher temperature or 17l4-°F. was the
most effective and the l60°P. was uore effective than the
lower or ll^O^. preheat temperature. Theoretically, the more
flash steam evolved, the more effective the treatment. The
higher preheat temperature has the most flash steam produced
so it is postulated that this is the reason for the increased
effectiveness. Results of the trials on the rye flavored milk
indicated that the l60°F. temperature was considerably more
effective than either the higher or lower temperatures of
treatment. Prom these results it may be concluded that differ-
ent preheat temperatures may be desirable for reduction of
different feed off-flavors. The ll4-0°P. preheat temperature
was found to be best for the silage off-flavor, the l6o°P. was
best for the rye flavored milk, and the 17l4-°P« was the most
effective for the alfalfa flavored milk.
Three degrees of applied vacuum were studied with each
off-flavor. On silage off-flavor, the 19 inch vacuum appeared
to be the most effective; however, the difference in flavor
score of tha milk between vacuums was not as ^reat as between
various temperatures* Explanation for the 19 inch vacuum
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bein- more effoctive than the nine inch vacuum lies in the
fact that he corresponding temperature of the milk within
the vacuum chamber waa not as high ao that undor the nine
inch vacu im. The observation that he lower preheat te lpor-
ature waa the most effective might indicate that a 29 inch
vacuum would be the most effoctive because of its correspond-
ing low temperature. However, the results do not indicate
this relationship. There was no significant difference in
flavor score differences observed in the trials using various
degrees of vacuum to remove alfplfa off-flavor. However, all
the vacuums used in this series increased the mean flavor
score 2.3 points or more. The effect of the different vacuums
on the removal of rye off-flavor showed that the 19 inch
vacuum was the most effective; hoxvever, it was not signific-
antly different from the 29 inch vacuum* Both these vacuums
were significantly more effective than the nine inch vacuum.
The increased amount of flash steam, as a result of the higher
vacuums, appears to be important in removing rye off-flavors
from milk. The observation of "he vigorous action of the
milk within the vacuum chamber under the high vacuums, provides
logic that the ofr-flnvor substance should be volatilized*
team was injected counter-currently to the flow of milk
and J he effect of this treatment compared to those without
any steam injection. The effect of the steam treatment on
removing 3ilage off-flavor showed no significant uifference
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in flavor score. Partial explanation lies in the fact i.hat
the higher temperatures of treatment did not improve the
flavor score as much as the lower temperatures of treatment
on sila e off-flavor, A more pronounced cooked flavor was
observed when steam was injected under the high preheat
temperatures of milk; thus, the flavor score was reduced. It
appears that the silage off-flavor does not need steam treat-
ment to be adequately reduced in milk. Prom these results
it would appear to be uneconomical to use steam injection when
it did not remove any more of the off-flavor than the vacuum
treatment alone. The effect of injecting steam on the removal
of alfalfa off-flavor from milk indicates that it definitely
aided the removal* The increase of the mean flavor score of
the alfalfa flavored milk was 2.5 points with steam injection.
This increase was the highest improvement of the various
factors studied with alfalfa flavored milk. The results of
the effect of 3team injection on removing rye off-flavor also
gave proof that it definitely aided the romoval. The lots
of milk were improved by a mean flavor score of 2.9 points per
lot. Almost complete elimination of the rye off-flavor was
observed with steam injection at the optimum preheat temperature
of l6o°F. for rye flavored milk.
It is apparent from the results obtained in this study
that different optimum operating conditions are required for
re loval of specific feed off-flavors from milk. The most
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desirable combination for removing silage off-flavor was the
lI|.0 oF. preheat temperature with 9 or 19 inches of applied
vacuum. The a urn treatment for removing alfalfa off-flavor
was the 17i|- P« preheat temperature with 29 inches of vacuum.
This combination fives the larger amount of flesh steam which
theoretically should five the most effective treatment when
steam from an outside source i3 not used. It was observed
that the combination of l?i|- f, » preheat temperature with steam
injection wa3 nearly as effective as the above combination
for removing alfalfa off-flavor. It is postulated that the
substance or s lbstances exhibiting an alfalfa off-flavor have
a low decree of volatility due to the fact that the most
effective treatment was the one producing the greatest quantity
of flash steam. The most desirable combination of preheat
teiperature and vacuum for removing rye off-flavor was the
l6o°P. with 19 inches of vacuum. Both these factors are in-
termediate in the degrees used in this experiment explaining
possibly that the rye flavor substances are of intermediate
volatility. The most desirable treatment for removing r re
off-flavor from milk was the combination of l6o°P. preheat
tempera J ure with steam injection.
Each of the various treatments studied in this experiment
-roved the flavor score of the milk. The treatments with
the 17^°F. preheat temperature and 19 inches of vacuum pro-
duced a cooked flavor in the milk. The untreated milk flavor
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was not observed to be exceptionally poor; however, all the
untreated milk had a definite feed flavor. It may be observed
that the optimum treatment varies for each flavor studied;
therefore, it may be desirable to know exactly what type of
flavor is in the milk and the most effective treatment then
applied. The results of this experiment must be interpreted
on r,he basis that the various treatments were made with a
laboratory apparatus. Further research work should be under-
taken with plant equipment to qualify the results obtained
in this experiment under laboratory conditions.
SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this experiment was to determine the
effects of varying preheat temperature, vacuum, and steam
injection on the reduction of feed off-flavors in milk.
Emphasis was placed on the importance of operating conditions
varying in desirability for different feed off-flavors.
Considerable time was devoted to designing and construct-
ing a laboratory apparatus which could be used to study the
various factors affecting off-flavor removal. A total of
270 lots of milk were processed through the apparatus for
this experiment. Each lot of milk was scored by a panel of
four judges who scored the milk independently. This resulted
in a total of 1080 individual flavor score observations. The
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results of this experiment will be summarized with each
specific feed off-flnvor studied.
The summary of results on treatments employed with
8ilaj.-e off-flavor indicate:
1. The li).0oF. preheat temperature was more effective
in reducing silage off-flavor than the l60° or
17-J-°F. temperatures.
2. The 19 inch vacuum treatment was more effective
than the 9 ^r 29 inch vacuums applied to silage
off-flavored milk.
3. I use of steam from an outside source did not
aid the removal of silage off-flavor from milk.
II. The optimum combination of factors studied for
reducing silage off-flavor in milk was the lij.O°F.
preheat temperature with either 9 or 19 inches of
applied vacuum. The3o treatments Improved the
flavor score of the milk 2.2 points.
Results of the study on treatments affecting the removal
of an alfalfa off-flavor from milk are sum arized as follorr:
1. The 17l4.°F. preheat temperature was the most effective
to iperature studied in reducing the intensity of
alfalfa off-flavor; however, it was not Bignlficantly
ore effective t an the l6o F. preheat tompcrt1 ture.
2. There was no significant difference observed between
the various vacutims on reduction of alfalfa off-fl c vor;
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however, all the vacuum treatments studied removed
large portion of the off-flavor.
3. The use of 3 team injection from an outside source
*ded the removal of the ?lfalfa off"flavor from
nilk in every treatment studied.
I}.. The most desirable combination of preheat temperature
and vacuum v;as the 17l\.°F, vita 2) inches of vacuum
which improved the flavor score 2,8 points. The
st effective combination of preheat temperature
and steam or no steam was 17lf°F» temperature with
steam injection which improved the flavor score
2.7 points.
The results of the various treatments on reducing rye
off -flavor in milk indicate:
1. The l6o ?'. ^reheat temperature was the most effect-
ive temperature used in reducing rye off-flavor
in this exporime xit.
2. The U3e of 19 inc os of applied vacuum appeared to
be the most effective vacuum treatment; however*
it was not significantly more effective than the
29 inch vacuum.
3« It was Bhown that the use of steam injection on
reducing r\ re off-flavor definitely aided the re-
duction of the off-flavor.
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l±» The optimum combination of preheat temperature and
acunn was l6o°F. with 19 inches of vacuum which
proved the flavor scor- 2.85 points. The optimum
combination of proheat tem-erature and t >e use of
steam or no stean injection was l60°P. with the use
of steam which improved the flavor score 3.30 points.
It m.' concluded from this study that I he use of
flavor re oving equipment uoes improve the flavor of milk with
as' , rlf-'lfa, or rye off-flavor. It also can be con-
cluded that io ilavor of 'he milk can be made more uniform
from day to day by subjecting the milk to the optimum treat-
ments dr od in this study. rosult3 of H ' is exp riment
justify the installation of fl-vor removing equipment, however,
the cost of olnnt equipment may be prohibitive tc some dairy
plants, future study on the practicality of installing flevor
removing equipment should be considered. This would include
the determination of 'he amount of increased sales as a result
of the improved flavor and whether this increase would offset
the Initial cost and oporating cost of the equipment. It must
be noted that vhese conclusions represent the results of
til aalnan ed in a laboratory apparatus which simulated
plant equipment. Future study should ' o undertaken to .ualify
• conclusions of 1 hi3 exp* riment for plant equipment by
doing research I J pilot plant or actual plant 3ize equipment.
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This research project has only introduced some of the
many possibilities of study in removing off-flavors from
milk* Some of these possibilities are the study of remov-
ing additional off-flavors from milk, study of various
methods of steam injection (con-current vs* counter-current),
study of varying the design of equipment (use of several
vacuum chambers for multiple stage deodorization), and the
isolation, jjurification, and identification of the actual
chemical compounds responsible for the specific off-flavors
in milk #
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Table 33* Summary of the analysis of variance for treatments
with sllago flavorod milk. 1
Souroa of
variation
Do ?f
freedom
Mean
square
:
P : L/mific.-.nce
Subclass
Steam
17
1
0.601
0.100 0.694 n.s.
Vacu nn ?. O.U.36 3.030 (.05 P .10)
Temoerat ire
S x V
2
2
3.011
0.209
20.910
iJ3i
• ;:•
n.s.
S x T 2 0.300 2.033 n.s.
V x T \ 0.370 2.569 (.05 P .10)S x V x T k 0.133 1.271 n.s.
In 72 0.114
Compiled from calculation of analysis of variance,
n.s. „ no t significant.
***
- P 0.G01.
Table 3^4-. Summary of the analysis of variance for treatments
with Ifalfa flavored milk. 1
Source of : Degrees of : Mean : :
variation : freedom : square : F : Significance
Subclass 17 0.637
Steam 1 3.303 23.05
Vacuum 2 O.136 0.32 n.s.
Temperat re 2 2.253
O.036
13.65
1 V 2 0.22 n.s.
S x T 2 0.>02
0,14.07
3. pi| (.05 P .10)
V x T I 2.^7 (.05 P .10)
S x V x T k 0.099 O.oO n.s.
Within 72 0.165
Compiled from calculation of analysis of variance,
n.s. - not significant.
•
- P O.jJl.
101
Table 35* Sun-nary of the analysis of variance for treatments
with rye flavored milk. 1
Source of
variation
s Degrees of : Mean :
: freedom : square : P t Significance
Subclass 17
Steam 1
Vacuum 2
Temperature 2
S x V 2
S x T 2
V x T k
S x V x T k
Within 72
I.2I4.6
li^.003
0.603
0.7tt
0.003
1.011
0.490
0.124
0.153
91.64
til
0.02
6.62
3.21
0.31
-5r
n.s.
n. s •
x Compiled from calculation of analysis of variance.
n » s »
- not significant.
•
- P 0.05.
**
- P 0.31.
*** m P 0.001.
Table 36. Boiling points of water under reduced pressure.
Roduced pressure : Applied vacuum : Boiling point
in. Hg s mm. Hg : in. Hg 2 mm. HgJ water °F.
22.0 559.0 3.0 201.0 197.0
21.0 533.0 9.0 227.0 195.0
20.0 503.0 10.0 252.0 193.0
12.0 30k.0
27^.0
13.0 456.0 170.0
11.0 19.0 Ij.32.0
503.0
166.0
10.0 252.0 20.0 162.0
2.0 50.0 23.0 710.
G
101.0
1.5 37.0 23.5 723.0 Q2.0
1.0 25.0 29.0 735.0 80.0
0.5 12.0 29.5 743.0 60.0
Data taken from McDowall's Buttermakers * Manual.
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A considers 1c luipment has been Installed
in dnir I In recent g to volatilize and reviove off-
/ors from milk* This equipment consists principally of
either one or more vacuum chambers in which milk may be atom-
ized* ".pie of it is the tion of
milk into a vacuum in order that the off-flavor substances
isill be volatilized and removed by the vacu ri # luipment
is :-d to perriit injection of i for use as an entrain-
ing acent to aid volatltatlon ^nd removal of the off-flavor
. Little research has been done on the factors
affecting removal of off-flavors from milk by this equipment*
r heorotic } preheat temperature, vaeu un, and steam inject-
ion nre of major importance to the it of ot - lavor
oved*
The purposes of this B1 idy wore* 1) to determine the
effects of various prehs cres on removing specific
feed off-flavors from mil' 9 <-') to determine the effects of
lous decrees of vacuum on removal of specific feed off-
flavors* and 3) to line the effect of inj<. am
counter-cur ow of milk on removal of specific
feed off-flavors*
La \dy was dy the effects of each
table prehea re, vacuum, and steam injection by
an equal number of all possible of tl
>ve factor:
.
: bhe observation of the
effocta of each factor while at *he as™* time observing t:»o
offoot of vnriouc 'ana of * ho factors* Plant equip*
ment waa un«voi he atart of this study; herefore»
a labi r»y nppamtua was doairned and oonstruoted from Pyrex
as to ! te plant equipment for uao in this study.
ree off-flavored milks wore subjected to three preheat
ea of L|.0o , 160°, and 1 . Milk heated to eac
preheat temperr ire waa sab Joe tod to each of t iree egreos of
vacu ira • , 29 inohea of mercury v le lted in nine
trials* jthor then the milk waa Injected
heco E combinations of proheot ~eraporature n»
:t .ill'- -./p.s treated with the same ooml '.one of preheat
iro and vacuus wl i Injection, consoquen 4
tals v;os processed for each set* Five complete
ao ts of *.jna were required to provide sufficient da
for statistic lalysis* he processing of 90
lots of milV: for each off-flavor studied or a total of 2/0
lota i he entire e . The effectiveness of lie treat-
ment wns measured b/ usln ifferonoe in numerical flavor
aeoro ,"iven by ael i ir jud os to the treated nnd un-
treated milk* The analysis of variance was used to determine
iff pencoa be wc oatments* Duncan's Multiple
Toot was us Ine which factor within a treat-
ment was ai'-nlf
I
tivo.
d of /or studied was t at obtained when
cowa have fed filing© previous to milkln . It was con-
; e 3 onperoture was more effoctive
isity of that particular flavor in milk
ho other preheat tempers ares studio • The results in-
• l . neain woo ore off
or euam treatments* It was co »t injec
ion of ste w score significantly
a the treatments without steam injection on silage flavored
milk# Ion of variables studied was t
?© with either ) or 1) inches of
applied vacuum for removing silage off-flavor i milk*
The second off-flavor studied was that found in mi on
the cows hews i fed a considerable nt of alfa fa ha .
was concluded that the 1 . preheat temperature w
t effective in - alfalfs off-flavorf how , it was
not significant] rre effective ;han the l60°F« .capera .
revealed no significant difference between the
var'ous vacu ed with alfalfa off-flavored rail •
the vacuum treatments improved tho flavor score of the milk*
o use of 1 sd steam definitely sided the removal of t
alfalfa off-finvor frota milk as revealed by this stud;/. It was
ad that there were two optimum combinations of factors
alfalfa off-flavor* "he optimum combination
of preheat temperature and vacuum was l/i|°F. with 29 Inches
. 'ho moat desirable combine ->f preheat
ITC he use of steam or no o -na 17l4- F« with
steam injoctl >tu
*.rd o - lied was that found in milk when
I pastured on ryo. This type of flavor is
frequc served I isms early spring. The re-
ts of this study indicate J . preheat temper*
iproved the fla ^ore more than the other proheat
temperatures studied* The 19 inch dogrec of vacuum was found
to be lost effootlvo vacu nn studied} he>ev rf it waa not
re offective than the d) inch vaoujsu
steam produced d injecting it into
tho r-ro flavored n lowed that it definitely t idod the re-
ig subst . ationa
T£ ry* off-flavor from 'vcrot l60c •
3 of d 160 • leat
tempe: with steam Inject i .
list be noted that these conclusions represent the
o off-flavored milk in e
laboratory • a wor'c should be undertake
qualify this data for plant equipment by doin jarch with
pil • The results of steam
lfalfa re of - /ora in this ex ont
ork i on tho increased re-
duction of off-flavor by stesm inject io •
cos cd ild be found s tlie •f
j » oa on Oi -.
haa introdu> >m© of he m i~
bi"; uture m . o of
jilltles a of re off-
r*a fr 7 of vari .: of 8 Inject-
tofl i-c-.:i»rent va* oo (
a of equipment (uso of 3eve?^l srs for
'.".., isol
^ c-
atio ^ and id
re. talble for he apaeifio off-flavors in mi ,
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